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Meeting 1:
General catch up 
25 March 2020

General meeting notes:
Hi you guys, thank you to those who could make the meeting yesterday! It felt 
really lovely to touch base and have a little think about plans moving forward 
during this crisis period. We discussed how we think this community could be 
generative and useful for us in this time. I've noticed a wave of urges towards 
productivity online at the moment, at least in some of our network bubbles. Lots 
of new reading groups are being set up, lots of projects being started, lots of ‘this 
is the time to write that novel’.

And while this may be true for some people, this is also a time of great anxiety for 
many of us. Financially, physically, mentally. Psychologically im mega scattered 
at the moment. A lot of people in this community rely on freelance or zero hour 
contract labour, are renters, have underlying health issues, are carers, have kids, 
the list could go on. I want to take this opportunity to say that any meetings 
that we run, any call outs, or any shared readings will be offered out with zero 
pressure. It’s a space for connectivity which might provide inspiration on a certain 
project, but first and foremost is a support network for conversation about shared 
interests.

Holly x 

PLANS: 
We discussed that it would be really nice to have some structure, a loose 
framework of online discussion groups that people can come in to if they 
like. We will keep the framework of all our previous in person meetings, 
in which there is a theme and a few ideas/ images/ readings to kick us of, 
but the conversation will then flow freely. We will be focussing the first 
two meetings on the home and garden *Dates and times tbc :

1) Gardens
from windowsill cress to outdoor gardens. Home cultivation, the politics 
of weeds, the mythology of
garden herbs, slug anthropology.

2) Creatures who share our home
Pets, pests, bug anxiety, friends and foes.

If there is a particular appetite to run a multi species meeting explicitly 
about covid-19, its impacts, the (lack of) intersectional narratives about 
its impact, please let me know in a separate email and we can set this up.
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It is difficult to know what to share in times like 
this. Or how much of something to share. I’ve been 
thinking mainly about the theme garden, and as a 
starting point, have been thinking about gardens 
through family. My grandad, Arthur Pye, has a life 
long passion for gardening produce and flora. A 
Dahlia enthusiast. Pictured is his iconic allotment 
in the 90s, Basford, Nottingham. Dahlias bloom 
prolifically from late summer til the first frosts. 
They are said to be the ‘glamorous stars’ of the ear-
ly autumn garden with their myriad colours and 
forms!

Extract from Modern Nature - Derek Jarman 

25th March 1989 
The sun rose and remained for the rest of the 
day, warm with a light breeze. At then I waked 
down to the sea to pick up flints. The sand flats 
were quite deserted, except for a small boy 
sobbing as he dug for bait. I heard him clearly 
on the wind, he was far out near the breakers. 
My own sadness, which set in last night with 
the television screening of War requiem, swept 
away. There are so many strangers crying in 
England these days.
All along the Ness they are putting up fences - 
more people are travelling out to the lighthouse.
The local, the Britannia, has changed its name to 
the Smugglers’ to cash in. Even this remote spot
changes. My neighbours bought me a purple 
sage - the first gift the garden has received. It 
grows apace.

Salvia salvatrix, Sage the saviour. ‘He that would 
live for aye must eat sage in May.’ A man’s 
business thrives or falls like the herb in his 
garden. Pepys writes in his diary that he saw a 
churchyard in which sage was grown on every 
grave. Gerard says: ‘sage is singularly good for 
the head and brain, it quickeneth the senses and 
memory, strengtheneth the sinews, restoreth 
health to those that have the palsy and taketh 
away shaky
trembling of the members.

Hi! 

We will run our first research group in 
isolation next Wednesday 1st April at 5pm on 
Zoom. I will send out a link on wednesday. We 
will be using a facilitation structure so that it 
isn't chaos and everyone will have a chance to 
speak who wants to. 

The meeting is themed around Gardens : 
from windowsill cress to outdoor gardens. 
Home cultivation, the politics of weeds, the 
mythology of garden herbs, slug anthropology.  

In advance of this discussion I will be reading 
the attached essay about slugs  : Sticky lives: 
slugs, detachment and more-than- human 
ethics in the garden and also watching Derek 
Jarman's film 'The Garden'.  Here is a link to 
stream it online for free that I have found. If 
this stops working it is available on the BFI 
player to rent. 

https://my.mail.ru/mail/igor-e-pavlov/video/
movies/3995.html

I am also reading Jarman's book 'Modern 
Nature' which he wrote as a diary from 1989 - 
1990. It takes place at prospect cottage (where 
The Garden was filmed) in Dungeness where 
he lived in relative isolation, tending to his 
famous garden at the peak of the AIDS crisis. 

Holly x 

@101pye
Takeover #15

I am thinking a lot about derek JArman’s garden, in all its manifestations - the film ‘the 
garden’, the book ‘modern nature’ and the living materiality of his garden which still 
continues to be tended and to tend to itself. Jarman wrote ‘modern nature’ in the form 
of a diary between January 1989 and September 1990. ‘The garden’ was shot during this 
time. The living and dying present in each of these iterations of the garden’s being are all 
folded into each other, overlapped and intertwined like the roots of wildflowers. There 
are lots of reasons that this garden feels particularly resonant right now. It was planted 
on the most inhospitable land in the uk by Jarman who was living a semi self imposed 
exile in an old fisherman’s hut at the edge of England. A virus was ripping through his 
community. Jarman’s HIV status (and the media response) in part encouraged him 
to seek out solitude. The government and the media deemed certain people expend-
able, excludable. boundaries had become necessary in the protection of bodies between 
bodies. All the while an anarchic, expansive and boundary-less garden was thriving in 
a place where nothing much should live. There is so much in these three iterations of 
a garden that speak of isolation, viral panic, anarchic resistance and cultivation of in-
terspecies care. I’ll be reading out sections of ‘modern nature’ in the the stories 🌼 thank
you Jemma for introducing me to the film, And Rosie for recommending the book, el-
liot for all your knowledge about visual culture around the HIV epidemic and the multi 
species crew who joined our first meeting in isolation where we discussed the garden!

@holly_hunger
Takeover #14
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Meeting 2:
Gardens 
 1st April 2020

Thank you so much to everyone who came to the virtual meeting for Multi 
Species Research Group on wednesday, and also to those who suggested 
reading/watching material. Really lovely to start up meetings again and also 
to have a few new faces! It was a really great conversation and we talked 
about all sorts including: ethics of gardening, what makes a garden, slugs, 
otherness, Derek Jarman’s garden, gardens of eden, cultivation, holy herbs, 
modern nature, plant propagation, the simpsons, seed exchange, lurking vi-
ruses, entanglement//detachment, our own experiences with house planting 
also what we were all having for dinner.
I’ve written up an incomplete list of references that were mentioned during 
the chat, including the suggested readings/watchings people posted before 
hand. Where I have been able to find them I have also included links.

Holly x 

Carolyn merchant - Death of nature
https://www.siena.edu/files/pages/excerpt-from-carolyn-merchant-s-death-of-nature.pdf

The talk elliot went to and mentioned a couple of times ‘what comes after entanglement: the
wrong framing of the question’
http://unitofplay.org/2020/02/17/what-comes-after-entanglement/

Can you be a revolutionary and still love flowers - Daisy Lafarge
https://maljournal.com/3/plantsex/daisy-lafarge/can-you-be-a-revolutionary-and-still-love-flowers/

Derek Jarman - modern nature

Derek Jarman - The garden
(on bfi player)

Harvest - book about the dividing of land and space in england - Jim Crace 
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/radio4/transcripts/20130207-ob-jim-crace-harvest-ch1.pdf

Culpepper’s complete Herbal

Holy herbs
https://www.sudhirahluwalia.com/books/holy-herbs/

Simpsons episode in the garden of eden
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ci1jCFj-OVU (part 1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4yp8z3jVbI (part 2)
I had forgotten that in the simpsons version of genesis it is Adam (homer) who eats the fruit, and
Eve (Marge) who is blamed for it.

Juliette of the herbs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6SX4699rcA FULL MOVIE ON YOUTUBE! an amazing doc
film about a herbal medic and her journey into and with herbalism.

Heather philipson ‘put the goat in the goat boat’ 

Franklin - Sticky lives: slugs, detachment and more-thanhuman ethics in 
the garden (attached)

Why mow? the case against lawns: https://www.nytimes.com/1989/05/28/magazine/
why-mow-
the-case-against-lawns.html?  

Gardens and human agency in the anthropocene https://www.academia.
edu/39264801/Gardens_and_Human_Agency_in_the_Anthropocene_preview_

 I remember seeing this film at the serpentine event ‘on earth and gardening’ and thinking it was
quite dense and not understanding it, but thinking the imagery was marvellous. now I know a little
more about the context and after wednesday’s conversation, I am more interested in trying to see it
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Please see stories for a full account of my day of cy-
cling around looking for Canterbury’s Mysterious 
Plane trees ! 🌼 🌼 🌼 These woody oddball entities come
from a collection of Plane trees found in Canterbury. 
They appear to be either “galls” – a reaction of the 
tree to foreign bodies or a tree burl, which is a type of 
naturally occurring growth defect. Either way, they 
pop off from the bulbous (enlarged) trunk and one 
can find them scattered around these trees. I think 
they are really cute and beautiful. Like they have a 
strangely anthropomorphic character.
I discovered a couple of these remarkable trees about 
a year ago, soon after moving to Canterbury. I knew 
they were Planes but had never seen ones with such 
fatty trunks so I though I would investigate. As 
it turns out, there are 9 of these trees known to be 
dotted around Canterbury but it’s uncertain wheth-
er they are Baobab Planes (Platanus x hispanica) or 
Oriental Planes (Platanus orientalis) and it is un-
known whether they were planted by a single per-
son or came from a single supply. If they are in deed 
Baobab planes then the bulbous trunk is the result of 
a viral tree infection, otherwise Oriental Planes have 
been known to naturally expand at the base through 
their maturity.
I have wanted to find all of these trees so today I 
made a list of all the locations listed online and went 
on a fun rainy cycle around Canterbury. I had such 
a nice time on this little mission and even though I 
could not access all the trees but I managed to spot 6 
of them and take photos, super happy I found these 
lumpy growths also. I hope you like them as much as 

@anthropocenestriptease 
Takeover #13

“Mystery Plane” watercolour 
painting by @domacell91 
inspired by the Plane tree 
growth forms photos I shared 
w Domas today 🌼 🌼 

let’s sort out our garden !

“ok.so.” I thought maybe if you are self-isolating, you might be star-
ing at a patch out the front (or the back) of your house that’s full 
of ‘weeds’. don’t worry, weeds don’t exist ! and you can grow some 
food or ornamentals in the gaps of this perfectly content eco-system, 
without damaging its inhabitants.
this is something I do in my garden at home. I don’t tackle it all at 
once, I leave patches untouched until I know that I have something 
to put there, then I will decide what to dig out and what to keep. 
it’s a choice based on the organisms that need those plants for food 
and shelter firstly and then my aesthetic preferences. tbh your patch 
of land knows what it wants so why would you pretend you know 
better !

@humanblight
takeover #7

morning! ~~~ sharing some /gardens from around here/ with you 
today as there is copious plant flourishing in my immediate urban 
landscape, including this single Fritillaria flower growing a few 
streets over. The flowerhead is like nothing from nature I have ever 
seen before - inside the petals there are intricate snakeskin-esque/
checkerboard patterns which kind of stun you and make the flow-
er appear as tho a glitch at the seams of the curb. I realised that the 
flower must have escaped from a gated garden a few more streets 
over, making its way to the 'rougher' end of Partick on the back of 
the wind.
.
Keen on thinking about gardens as spaces for seepage/leakage, of 
retreat from the neoCapitalist status quo, and the untamed/un-
kept/uncouth garden as a wasteland/edgeland teeming with life 
and potentials for thinking-as or thinking-with weeds/pests.
.
Author and 'garden designer' Vita Sackville-West described the 
Fritillaria as "a sinister little flower, in the mournful colour of de-
cay"

@paperseeps
takeover #8
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Thank you so so much to everyone who came and also contributed texts and thoughts to our
conversation about ‘Pests’ on Monday. Honestly had the shitest day and did not feel like talking 
to people about anything (having a teenage regression as part of this lockdown) but I felt so lifted 
and creative at the end of our conversation. As usual we covered lots of different ground. (Some-
one described it as a horizontal discussion) in which we covered household critters, love of ‘trash 
animals’, disgust, correlations of the current conditions to those of the AIDS crisis, intimacy/ 
dating in a viral era, mosquitos, the treatment of marginalised humans as ‘pests’ by biopolitical 
systems, fear and hope. Also more than one story about relationships with wounded pigeons met 
outside banks. Here are the references brought up in the meeting :

The passion according to GH - Clarice Lispector 
A wealthy woman who goes through a dramatic physiological shift as a result of killing 
acockroach in her maids room relation between pests and poverty - remembers her 
upbringing being plagued with rats and bedbugs and cockroaches. Now she is wealthy 
she despises cockroaches for what they represent as well as what they ‘are’ 

The Burrow -  Kafka
A story written from the perspective of a burrowing creature. The creature has made their home and talks 
through in an internal monologue sort of style what their burrow is like, how it is constructed and maintained, 
how they live in constant anxiety of attack from all angles. Towards the end of the story the creature hears an 
unfamiliar sound and becomes fixated on locating the source of it. The story ends without resolution. the sound 
persists and the creatures anxiety is in overdrive 
https://cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/campuspress.yale.edu/dist/1/2391/files/2018/12/Kafka-The-Burrow-1jc-
jgv3.pdf 

death of a moth - Virginia Woolfe 
prose poem about watching a moth who is stuck inside a window pane, watching it die.
http://reedforenglish.weebly.com/uploads/9/8/1/2/981294/death_of_a_moth.pdf

Meeting 3:
Pests

Video of indian officials spraying migrant workers with chemicals as part of the 
measures to ‘tackle’ covid 19.
brings up the ways in which different groups of people are seen by the state. we are all familiar with the way that 
during the ongoing refugee crisis the language of ‘pest control’ was used by states the world over. This video is a 
very stark depiction of this violence. it literally looks like people are being bug sprayed.

A mouse story - John berger
Gentle story about ‘a man’ presumably john berger, who encounters mice in his home, 
traps them and releases them into the park. each one that he releases he notices pro-
found differences in their personality.

Trash animals - ‘how we live with nature’s filth, feral, invasive 
and unwanted species’  book of essays

Notes on Dramaturgy in an ecological age. 
dramaturgy means: ‘the theory and practice of dramatic composition.’ About a piece of 
music which involves a butterfly being released into an auditorium

here is an article chitra sent about the current climate in India 
amid the pandemic
https://www.ft.com/content/10d8f5e8-74eb-11ea-95fe-fcd274e920ca?
fbclid=IwAR3WYW7y52gdQA7BjI6OO9RUAhwruNFyXkGNa0jvYrQzG-
m0cBSFJu2f2_Nk 

and in relation it made me think about this article on gal-dem about the propensity for 
people to slip unknowingly into eco-facism during this pandemic: 
https://gal-dem.com/humans-are-not-the-virus-dont-be-an-eco-fascist/?

REFERENCES
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Paul Preciado - The losers conspiracy -Paul P talking about covid 19 and intimacy etc
https://www.artforum.com/slant/paul-b-preciado-on-life-after-covid-19-82586

The lesbian s&m safety manual - Pat(rick) Califa ITS ONLINE IN PDF FORM WHICH ISA-
MAZING COZ ITS HARD TO GET HOLD OF
http://wonder-woman.info/ds/The%20Lesbian%20SM%20Safety%20Manual%20-%20Pat%20Califia.pdf

Timothy Morton - (in general but particularly:) The end of the world has already 
happened: series on iplayer

David wojnarowicz - a memoir of disintegration
https://canongate.co.uk/books/2401-close-to-the-knives-a-memoir-of-disintegration/

London wildlife protection - resource! https://www.londonwildlifeprotection.org/ 
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Fermentation occurs when microbes 
(like bacteria and yeast) digest sub-
stances and produce gas. Milled flour 
naturally contains strains of Lactoba-
cillus bacteria and wild yeast from the 
environment, and these microbes can 
digest starches and sugars in the flour. 
Ancient civilisations would have found 
out that this mixture, when baked, pro-
duces a softer and fluffier alternative to 
early flatbreads.

multi_species_
Takeover #3 with @imani_at-
lantic and the Queendom Fungi

Iman holds a PhD in Micro-
biology from UC Berkeley, 
where she studied the ecology 
of bacteria and fungi found 
inside apartment buildings and 
the ways that racist/classist/
xenophobic housing policies 
results in mold contamination 
in public housing projects

Humans also behave strangely 
when confronted with fungal 
neurotoxins. Pictured here is 
Claviceps purpurea growing 
on rye. The fungus causes 
ergotism, a disease often 
resulting in hallucinations, 
convulsions, and burning 
sensations. Ergotamine 
is an analog of LSD, and 
the consumption of wheat 
contaminated by this fungus 
is believed to have contributed 
to mass hysteria during the 

PETS MEETING INVITATION 

This is a big topic which I’m very excited for. Going off the prompts 
that Sim sent over here are some things to look at ahead of the meet-
ing. I thought it would be nice to use some of the work from our last 
publication as resource material! There are a few works that inter-
estingly fit this theme. Its very dog/cat heavy so other suggestions 
encouraged. This looks like loads of material but its mostly very short 
things / images!  

On the topic of grooming competitions:  
‘Catwalk! tales from the cat show circuit’ on Netflix : a really great, 
low effort watch. brings up lots of weirdness and wonder around the 
showing of animals.  

On the topic of inter-species mingling:  
WALKING CHIPS: I wrote a one page text about my dog-friend 
Chips and his worms for M.S.R.G. which is attached. 

On the topic of Familiars: 
I would like to suggest looking at @shiney0510 ’s recent instagram 
takeover on the @multi_species_ account. Sinead tells the story of her 
cat Willow who chose her and came to live with her.  

I’ve been thinking a bit about agency of Pets:  Here’s two quick things 
to look at from M.S.R.G. on this topic.  
'dogs do what they want’ Elliot and Meg Evans from M.S.R.G. publica-
tion (attached)
‘headless dog and knight’ Verity coward from M.S.R.G. publication 
(attached) 
And here is Eileen Myles reading from their book Afterglow: A dog 
memoir. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WqN6seTLU48  - I’d recommend 
the first 5 mins which is the opening of the book. The chapter is in the 
form of a letter from Rosie, the dog. 

You do not have to have looked at all the suggestions above to join 
the meeting! They are there as prompts but not the sole focus of the 
conversation. As always please post any other recommendations or 
suggestions on this theme, or bring them along with your own stories, 
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Good afternoon, I'm Sinead, and the focus of my resi-
dency is this little one, Willow.

Willow chose me, and she changed my life.
I was feeding the hedgehogs that lived in the garden over 
the summer of 2018, and she showed up to eat their food. 
Thinking she belonged to a neighbour I shooed her off 
a couple of times, but when she persisted, I thought m, 
"you know what, if you need the food, just eat it" and let 
her be.

She was incredibly nervous, and would run away if I got 
too close, so I respected her need for a lot of space.

She disappeared in the autumn and I assumed she was 
curled up in someone's home. At least, that is what I 
wished for her.....

Meeting 4:
Pets

Thank you to everyone who came to the meeting on Friday! As always it was such a joy to 
see friendly faces and to think together. We focussed lots of the chat about the meaning 
of the word Pet: thinking about its relationship to power dynamics, subordination, 
companionship, reciprocity, husbandry, encounters of care and labour.
We talked a bit about Eileen Myles’s book about their dog Rosie and how the opening passage 
sits in relation/ difference to Donna Harraway’s ideas about entangled companionship and 
mutual ‘making-up’ of one another. We also talked about the loading of expectation onto 
certain animals and what happens when they behave differently, about the labour of therapy 
animals, about cute videos on the internet and about the totemic power of certain beings. 
We got to talking a lot about horses, (which will be our theme for next week’s meeting!) 
particularly around labour, conscription and compassion. Jess also introduced thoughts 
on how horses are depicted in video games, and what that means for our understanding 
of that animal. We also shared many stories about the animals that we know, love and live 
with. Here are a few links to material that came up in the conversation about Pets. More on 
horses in the next message which will be the invite to next week’s meeting!

Companion species manifesto: Dogs, people and significant otherness - Donna 
harraway
http://xenopraxis.net/readings/haraway_companion.pdf 

Afterglow; a dog memoir - Eileen Myles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwTckYQfVCg&t=1353s

Peyo the therapy horse- visiting patients in hospital
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4HEuLn6Bdg

Guide dog who saved person in 9/11 towers collapse
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/270481/9-11-My-brave-guide-dog-led-us-to-safety-in-tower-
inferno

Leah Capaldi - Lay down
https://www.mattsgallery.org/artists/capaldi/exhibition-1.php

The Witcher - video game
Red Dead Redemption - video game

REFERENCES

@shiney0510
takeover #4

Recently adopted gerbils keep-
ing good company in quar-
antine! Their names are Oat 
/ Azad and Pecan / Nawzad. 
They have a tank filled with 
Megazorb, which holds tun-
nels so they can dig and ex-
press their natural behaviour 
and then a top section with 
toys and food! They love 
pumpkin seeds and carrots 🌼 

@mattinahiwaizi
Takeover #5
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Meeting 5:
Horses 

The discussion we had last week was so rich its taken me a bit of time 
to collect my thoughts about it into something resembling a summary. 
It was so nice to have a mixture of people who had very different expe-
riences of horses in their lives - some who were childhood (continued) 
fanatics about horses and riding and some who’d never really thought 
twice about a horse. 

I've collated my notes and the references together into a pdf this time! 
might make it easier to refer to in future. 

sending you all love and looking forward to seeing you tomorrow!!
Holly x 

 Leah Capaldi 
Lay down 2019 

Among a load of other things we talked about the aestheticisation of the figure of the 
cowboy. the machismo and the romanticised relationship between the cowboy and HIS 
horse. 
We talked about the language of ‘breaking in’ a horse, and the way the film triggered 
fears and anxieties that related to human-human patterns of domination and control, 
and also gendered violence and manipulation. 
This was challenged by a really interesting discussion about the way in which we an-
thropomorphise animals who ’s supposed ’natural’ (i use the word only coz i don’t know 
what else to use) dynamics would involve dominance and submission of members with-
in the pack or herd. That by putting our traumas onto the horses we are further distanc-
ing ourselves from actually reading the situation and their relationship to it. 

 Rose English
Quadrille 1975

Gender came up a lot in the discussion, as well as class and the 
dynamics of the horse jumping and dressage as a  pursuit of 
the upper classes. In discussion this was juxtaposed with gypsy and 
traveller relationships with their horses and the way that traveller 
communities face oppressive laws that prevent their horses often 
having right to roam. 

 Here are some links Jemma sent about travellers and land rights 

https://amp.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jan/15/
tresspass-trap-law-land-travelling-people-rights

https://www.travellerstimes.org.uk/news/2019/12/government-
consultation-evicting-gypsy-and-traveller-camps-rolls

h t t p s : / / i n s t a g r a m . c o m / i t s _ k u s h t i _ t o _
rokker?igshid=1j3vdayvgsmra

h t t p s : / / i n s t a g r a m . c o m /
londongypsytraveller?igshid=1ka8250ylx5gj
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We discussed breeding and the violence of dressage. And 
also how it is funny. Which complicates our relationship 
to watching videos of it. Here is the clip of dressage we 
watched together.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKQgTiqhPbw&f-
bclid=IwAR2RWTs1w4NOMh_PJxy8wVnWL047U-
nAM_SH-agOv8CnW8CLeepJirL6naGE 

Also there was a lot of discussion about the experience 
of those in the group who had gone to riding schools as 
children and then become disenchanted with the often 
grumpy/ agro/ macho/ posho environments of stables. 
This was fascinating to me since I never rode horses as 
a kid. 

I want to thank Lotte for sharing her short story with us. You can fol-
low the project that Lotte and Una work on called ‘becoming the for-
est' here: @becomingtheforestzine 

The Transit of Hermes - Ross Birrell 
Short write up about project: https://www.documenta14.de/en/notes-and-works/12798/
the-transit-of-hermes
Video of the riders and horses setting off from Athens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=94&v=Gzyt_fBlz8Y&feature=emb_logo

IF WISHES WERE HORSES a short story about a woman who turns into a horse. 
.https://www.thisamericanlife.org/631/so-a-monkey-and-a-horse-walk-into-a-bar/act-
two-0

Sorry to bother you - film by Boots Riley( really amazing, funny, dark 
and surreal movie. Looks at racism, human labour, animal labour, mythology and the 
neoliberal machine in a really interesting way. And yes there are horses)

Marilyn Monroe riding a horse on set. beautiful achieve footage! https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=_NPXhOPsppM 

HORSE- BEING - A documentary film about a person learning to become a horse!!! 
(THANKS LAURENNE!) 
http://www.kidam.net/films/etre-cheval-horse-being/?fbclid=IwAR1CpiZ5jgCbptzUmSy
5zd3Z7BzJhzbNxN_mXx56MvoJ1zUYda4MENdn40c
v

REFERENCES
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BOGGARTS
.
A scary one this time. Associated with the North 
West of England, boggarts can be domestic or 
otherwise.
.
Linking in to the horses theme of the multispe-
cies meeting on Friday: "to take boggart" is an 
expression that means a horse shies away from 
something unexpectedly 🌼 
.
Often, for example by J. K. Rowling, a boggart 
gets conflated with a boogie man: "So the bog-
gart sitting in the darkness within has not yet as-
sumed a form. He does not yet know what will 
frighten the person on the other side of the door. 
Nobody knows what a boggart looks like when 
he is alone, but when I let him out, he will imme-
diately become whatever each of us most fears".
.
Boggarts have also become an important part of 
the Magic the Gathering pantheon as the lowest 
type of goblin.

I'm going to be sharing 
pictures I love of beautiful 
mythological beasts.
.
Artist and writer working at 
the intersection of Buddhism 
and science fiction.

@rosamund-
boughtonart
Takeover #9

I have been contemplating how we as individuals are 
living in our own type of micro world during these 
times; confined to our homes and immediate areas. This 
week, I have been recording my daily walks and cycle 
rides that are made within a radius around my home, 
painting the routes using my homemade Oak gall ink.
👣
👣
My friends and family have been sending me their own 
journeys they have made this week, and I plan to create 
a series of our ‘micro worlds’ as a collective.
👣
👣
In addition to the recorded routes, we have been en-
gaging in a dialogue, sharing our thoughts and feelings 
experienced whilst on our walks. I’m uncertain how 
I will respond to our collective reflections within my 
practice, however for the time being I feel it’s important 
to contemplate and review our relationship with nature. 
It has been fascinating how people have gained a new 
(or rediscovered) sense of appreciation for their local 
countryside, particularly in relishing the simple plea-
sures of spring.
👣
👣
This rings true in Geoffrey Chaucer’s Prologue to The 
Canterbury Tales,
👣
“Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote / The droghte 
of Marche hath perced to the roote…
And smale fowles maken melodye, / That slepen al the 
night with open ye ” (When April with his sweet show-
ers, has pierced the drought of March to the root...
And small birds make melody, that sleep all night with 
open eyes…)
👣
👣“Than longen folk to goon on pilgrimages…” 👣
👣
Hope you enjoyed my takeover ! :) Rosie x👣👣👣👣
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A really good book about the use of plants and-
medicine in different civilisations and religious 
sectors. One thing that particularly struck me 
was the first documented instance of animal 
testing within the Arab empire, “Arabic physi-
cians emphasised the important of trials, exper-
iments and observation-based medicine. Abu 
Bakr Rhazes (846-930 AD) used animals to test 
the safety and efficacy of medicines. The first test 
subject, a monkey, was used to test the effects of 
mercury on the human body. These studies can 
be described as the earliest of clinical trials.”

Meeting 6:
Animal Experimentation
9 May 2020

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION

The next meeting 'ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION‘ will be held on Saturday 9th May.

Over the past week I have been learning and reading about the development of electricity, 
the battery and how those eventually were commercially used. In the process frogs were 
used as an indicator for the presence of electricity. An urge to understanding animal 
bodies and a simultaneous drive for progress has lead to numerous experiments on and 
with animals and plants. Sometimes these non-human bodies replace the human body as 
a less worthy body and sometimes experiments are driven by the curiosity about the other 
body itself.

I’m sending you in this mail a text about electric experimentation of frogs, the willow tree 
on the way to aspirin and s short story about a lab mouse by Ursula K. Le Guin.

Please bring any other material to the meeting that you think is relating to the topic or feel 
free to send it around to everyone till Saturday. 

looking forward and lots of love,

Ursula K Le Guin - Mazes 
A short story told from the perspective of a lab rat or mouse. 

The aspirin story – from willow to wonder drug
Michael J. R. Desborough and David M. Keeling 
In te Google drive 

Jan Baptist van Helmont / experiments on willow trees 
In the Google Drive 

ANIMAL ELECTRICITY
Author(s): H. B. Steinbach
Source: Scientific American , Vol. 182, No. 2 (February 1950)

REFERENCES
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Thank you Sim for leading an incredible meeting around the themes of wings and mythical flight The 
meeting began with a story from Sim about an experience with an injured blackbird who was brought 
in by the cat. At one point in the story Sim took the injured bird to a local bird rescuer (the bird witch 
of Brockley). Sim had heard about the London Wildlife Protection from Theo in a previous meeting! 
https://www.londonwildlifeprotection.org/ - Such a good resource if you ever encounter any sickly or 
injured wildlife in london.

Sim also shared research about different kinds of mythological women who fly, also about different 
kinds of mythological flight. We discussed the ways in which birds and flight are often related to celestial 
beings, suggesting a closeness with god or ‘higher’ beings. We discussed the ways this is entangled with 
enlightenment and hierachies of worldly and spiritual realms. We discussed how these ideas relate to 
conservation efforts, and how different kinds of flying creatures are more likely to be protected in accor-
dance with their mythical status.

We talked about freedom and symbology, icarus and grief. 

Mattina shared info about how the partridge has become a symbol of resistance for iraqi Kurds, after they 
were nearly driving to extinction in Iraq by Saddam Hussein’s regime. We talked about the Sufi concept 
of flight and about whirling dervishes. Our convo ended with thoughts about dance, flight and freedom. 
Here are some of the references brought up in the conversation:

Meeting 7:
Wings// Flight 

Women Who Fly: Goddesses, Witches, Mystics, and Other Airborne Fe-
males
Serenity Young
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Women-Who-Fly-Goddesses-Airborne/dp/0195307887

The Birds (ancient greek play)
Aristophanes
http://classics.mit.edu/Aristophanes/birds.html

The story of Icarus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icarus

The Furies in greek myth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erinyes

The Penelopiad- Margaret Atwood
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Penelopiad-Myth-Penelope-Odysseus-Myths/dp/1841957046

Kanye West - Runnaway film
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg5wkZ-dJXA

The Winged Victory of Samothrace - sculpture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winged_Victory_of_Samothrace

Letters from Prison - Rosa Luxemburg 
https://tinhouse.com/rosa-luxemburgs-letters-from-prison/

Vultures - Human anthrax in India may be linked to vulture decline (ar-
ticle)
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1173210/

Chris Packham - self isolating bird club
https://www.facebook.com/ChrisGPackham/photos/a.1191263457556029/3338276296188057/?
type=3&theater

Conference of the Birds- Farid ud-Din Attar
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🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 
The ACE OF DISKS is a wish card. Also known as 
PENTACLES, this suit corresponds to the element 
of EARTH.🌼 
Associated with NATURE & NURTURE. BODY, 
RESOURCES, FAMILY & COMMUNITY. 🌼 
A seed sown for future generations. The promise 
of a harvest to come. Generosity as a counterpoint 
to greed. Alternative systems of value. 🌼 
Empowerment through independence and 
sustainability. The ways in which we provide for 
ourselves in a practical, tangible sense. Where we 
find stability and security.🌼 
Regeneration! A point of origin, or coming 
home. 🌼 (This Tarot deck is the MARSEILLE,
which is available from former employer @
treadwellsbooks. They ship all over the world and 
can fulfil all of your divinatory needs. Support 
your local, independent businesses during this 
time! Yes, this is a shameless plug.) X SIM!

@sim_gray
Takeover #6
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Meeting 8+9:
Shapeshifting for earthly survival 
with HHintersection

We talked about ways we personally view shapeshifting: As a means of survival/ as a 
punishment/ as a power strategy/ as an empathy tool/ as something ‘real’ or something 
‘in the
mind’
Becoming different beings, being in a constant state of flux and what the idea of shape-
shifting does to destabilise notions of a static identity, as well as other binary structures.
We talked about transformation into mineral, such as the character of Lot’s wife who 
turns into a pillar of salt. And thought through ways this could be re-interpreted as a 
positive shift rather than that of a punishment.
Transformation into the fly in ‘The Fly’ perhaps giving access to more ‘honest’ ways of 
being, or different ways of being.
What is the ethics of transformation and how does that change when the person is able 
to change back to their ‘original’ state?
Larping as a potential empathy tool, and the slippery terrain of role playing traumatic 
and/ or oppressive structures.
Psychedelics and the transformative states from certain ‘plant teachers’
We talked about relationship with the human body as a collaboration between a mul-

Link for the playlist of collectively curated youtube clips:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWzfikTOROI6E1OblQxW0U6YB4tCmKM_G
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multi_species_
🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 SHAPESHIFTING FOR EARTHLY SURVIVAL PART ii was 
so magical. Thank you to everyone who contributed, either at the 
meetings or in addition to them by sharing resources and ideas. 🌼 we
watched a collectively curated reel of YouTube vids on the theme of 
SHAPESHIFTING at the beginning of the session, followed by a really 
inspiring discussion. The notes from the session, along with references 
and the YouTube reel will be available soon. 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 Thanks again to @
hhintersection for giving us this space and opportunity 🌼 Meetings will
continue in their usual format from next week. If you would like to join 
the mailing list please message us your email address 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 
18w

llewwatkins
Would've loved to have been at this, you lot are amazing 🌼 🌼 
18w1 likeReply

svenjawassill
I had to sneak out of the meeting to help a friend, but I really enjoyed 
everyone’s beautiful thoughts in this session 🌼  lots of love to everyone

Dance / Choreography:

Trish Brown-  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FALHd5Viz4&t=268s
Michael Clark - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91JaPamKBXo
Merce Cunningham

Films

The fly - Chronenburg
Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1992)

Myths and their interpretations:

Metamorphoses - Myth of Apollo and Daphne https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yK7x9ju1ZU 
Myth of Tirezias
Crown of Laurel - Ursual Le Guin http://www.ursulakleguinarchive.com/Poetry-CrownOfLaurel.html
Jjin in New delhi
Morgan le fay (extract in SHAPESHIFTING TOOLKIT)
Lot’s wife transforming into a pillar of salt
Cornish stones turning into women so they can dance https://www.cornwalls.co.uk/history/sites/merry_maid-
ens.htm

Texts (fiction)

The Passion According To GH - Clarice Lispector (extract in drive)
The Patternist Series - Octavia Butler
Wild seed (extract in SHAPESHIFTING TOOLKIT)
Mind of my Mind
Clay’s ark
Lagoon - Nnedi Okorafor
If wishes were horses (short story about a woman who chooses to turn into a horse) https://
www.thisamericanlife.org/631/so-a-monkey-and-a-horse-walk-into-a-bar/act-two-0
The doll’s alphabet - Camilla Grudova
The Wife’s Story - Ursula le Guin (short story: an inversion of the classic werewolf tale) https://
frielingretc.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/the-wifes-story-ursula-k.pdf

Texts (theory)

From the enemy’s point of view
A Cyborg Manifesto- Donna Harraway https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/english/currentstudents/under-
graduate/modules/ fictionnownarrativemediaandtheoryinthe21stcentury/manifestly_haraway_----
_a_cyborg_manifesto_science_technology_and_socialist-feminism_in_the_....pdf
The Companion Species Manifesto - Donna Haraway
The Enchantment of Modern Life - Jane Bennet https://press.princeton.edu/books/paper-
back/9780691088136/the-enchantment-of-modern-life

Other refs:

Maria Sabina - plant teaching. psychedelics https://www.youtube.com/watch?
Terrance McKenna - becoming a molecule of chlorophyll
Raymond Moody - astro projection
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It’s been ages right...

Catch up meeting 
From Me to Everyone: (4:02 pm)

hi guys, just getting a cup of tea! will open up in  2 mins x

From elisabarrera to Everyone: (4:06 pm)

:*

From elisabarrera to Everyone: (4:17 pm)

yes

From elisabarrera to Everyone: (4:28 pm)

isn’t it today the solar eclipse?!
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sonnenfinsternis_vom_21._Juni_2020

From Me to Everyone: (4:40 pm)

Frantz Fannon
fanon

From Me to Everyone: (4:47 pm)

enclosure law
ruth wilson gilmore
cedrik robinson ‘black marxism'
paul gilroy
paul gilroy - post colonial melancolia.
Mbembe - necropolitics

From Me to Everyone: (4:54 pm)

thinking about botanical garden

From elisabarrera to Everyone: (4:57 pm)

thats so true!

From Amanda Simon’s iPhone to Everyone: (4:59 pm)

Thanks so much for instigating sorry to have to hop off but now I have to drive.  till soon and 
looking forward to next iteration . x

From Me to Everyone: (5:01 pm)

queer darkness -

From svenjawassill to Everyone: (5:02 pm)

Precious okoyomon
Zach blas

From Me to Everyone: (5:07 pm)

unthinking mastery julietta sing(?)

From chitra to Everyone: (5:13 pm)

*singh

From elisabarrera to Everyone: (5:20 pm)

http://www.openculture.com/2019/04/animated-maps-animated-maps-reveal-the-true-size-
of-countries-the-true-size-of-countries.html?fbclid=IwAR1s1AkkaOK5AjjHP8TJkZGcDaS-
FV8nbmCgmKcGN6F0xjFnABr_DyEiHHiw

@spike_fern
Takeover#18

MALFUNCTION dream of 
snakes and animals. many bones 
on the cliffs that we were climb-
ing. Under the water. The ana-
condas has human skulls. They 
re the oldest. And the deadliest.
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Thanks so much to Chitra for putting together this sessions material on violence and 
mastery, and for guiding us on some of her thinking around this topic. And thank you to 
Yvonne, Lydia, Elliot and Nina for bringing your great vibes to the conversation :)). I feel 
so grateful to this network! I’m learning so much and am very grateful to have this space 
to try and talk through quite challenging theory without feeling like pressured or judged 
for not know anything about Hegel (lol). These are my (Holly’s) notes from the session. 

They are note exhaustive of everything we talked about but will hopefully give those who 
couldn't make it some context. Chitra brought a really important perspective to the multi 
species discussion, which is to analyse the category of ‘human’ as a species, and think about 
who does and who does not have guaranteed access to this category. We discussed what 
might be meant by Julietta Singh’s ‘dehumanism’ as a means of stripping away mastery, 
in contrast to the more familiarly used verb ‘to dehumanise’ which thinks about the way 
masterful subjects strip those they lord over of their human status. We also talked about 
the humanist project of self mastery, and how is aims at being totally non - porous, which is 
where I wrote my favourite note I think I’ve ever re-read in my notebook which is ‘KANT 
WAS SCARED OF SWEATING’

Meeting 10
Violence// Mastery

The key texts Chitra’s suggested we look at include the following

Julietta Singh - Unthinking mastery

Alexander G. Weheliye - Habeas Viscus, Racializing Assemblages, 
Biopolitics, and Black Feminist Theories of the Human https://www.
dukeupress.edu/Habeas-Viscus/

And I would like to add this insightful note from George : ‘Racialising assemblages as 
processual ...socio-political (+Economic) of differentiation and hierarchisation!! I would 
add that the racialising assemblage extends into ecological assemblages, or that these are 
inherently entangled - the plantation, as a means of radical simplification, - racialised 
ontology’

Chitra read us this poem: We Sons of Bitches are Doing Fine - by Kazi Neel 
https://www.raiot.in/we -sons-of-bitches- are -doing -fine -three -miya -poems/?

We talked about the stickiness of it, and the complexity of this voice as an unusual mode of 
resistance. About inhabiting the status of exile, about not being a static entity, about
uncharitable subject positions. We also looked at this critique of Ghandi as an example of 
someone perhaps ‘using the masters tools’, or replacing the mastery of colonialism with 
another violent form of mastery.

GANDHISM: THE DOOM OF THE UNTOUCHABLES
h t t p s : / / w w w. r a i o t . i n / g a n d h i s m - the - doom - o f - the - untouchables/
Chitra’s analysis and discussion really elucidated the caste system in India and the strutural 
violence of Ghandism, and the way non-violence can be a form of mastery. We discussed 
parrallels in the struggle against the caste system with feminist struggles that fight against 
biological essentialism, and the notion of pride in ones work being payment enough. This 
brought up the Wages for Housework campaign

The Queer Art of Failure - Jack Halberstam - was also brought up as an 
analysis that suggests queer refusal to assimilate into the existing systems of mastery.

Here is a list of some other references that were mentioned:
Paatal Lok - Amazon Prime series
The Master’s Tools Wil Never Dismantle the Master’s House - Audre 
Lorde
The wretched of the earth - Frantz Fanon
The god of smal things - Arandati Roy (novel)
Stuart Hall’s theories of Respectability politics
Homos -Leo Bersani- h t t p s : / / w w w . h u p . h a r v a r d . e d u / c a t a l o g .
php?isbn=9780674406209 

Towards the end of our conversation the discussion turned to the desire that Julietta Singh 
signals to in the extract we read. We had some conversation about desire and politics, 
desire and its co-option, pleasure activism and the possibility of world were desire was 
differently structured, where it was less intrinsically tied to mastery. This guided us to our 
plan for the next session, which will be foregrounding desire.

Lots of love and look forward to seeing you soon
xx
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Meeting 11
Desire / Ecology 

Thank you so much to everyone who came to our meeting on Monday on the themes of Desire// 
Ecology. It was a really interesting discussion and really pushed and pulled my thinking in lots of 
exciting directions. These notes are my own and therefore only represent my experience (Holly) 
of the discussion as the facilitator. I’m still trying to work out the best way to share notes, and 
I might move into a more mind-map form in the future, but for now here’s my thoughts from 
our session on Monday! I have named a few people in relation to my understanding of their 
comments in these notes, mainly as a means to orientate and jog memory of the discussion, 
and not because other peoples comments and presence were not equally valid and important! 
and I will certainly miss out some material so please feel free to add to these notes.

The theme came out of our previous discussion of Mastery, 
particularly this quote by Hélène Cixous:

‘Everywhere I see the battle for mastery 
that rages between classes, peoples, etc., 
reproducing itself on an individual scale. Is 
the system flawless? Impossible to bypass? 
On the basis of my desire, I imagine that 
other desires like mine exist. If my desire 
is possible, it means the system is already 
letting something else through’

Desire
Passion
Ecology

Gill reflex
Voice

Work Ethic
Dispossession

Stickiness
Longing

Myth
Activism

Untamable Queerness
Re-enchantment

Responsibility 
Embodied Racism

Carnival
Time travel

Agency
Tibetan Buddhism

Others
Joyful attachment

Chaos
Vitality

Pollution
Cleanliness

Shame
Power

Quite a lot of the conversation focussed around ideas of ‘pleasure activism’ and how it relates to 
environmental activism. We oriented ourselves as to how ‘pleasure activism’ is specifically rooted 
in a history of black feminism. A particular reference here being:

Audre Lorde - The Uses of the Erotic (essay/theory text)

A We talked a bit about the weirdly protestant ‘work ethic’ that is sometimes applied to activism. 
Why does activism have to always be work in this way, and what can a pleasurable activism, and a 
joyful activism look like. (Elliot)

Clementine particularly noted from her understanding and embodied research into pleasure 
activism that for her it works to counter shame. In particular thinking about how shame has been 
used to control people, and that countering that shame by accessing pleasure on ones own terms 
is a profoundly liberatory and political unfolding.

Ideas also circulated here about carnival, joy and ecstasy, and also about trauma, about how shame 
can operate. This brought to mind an article shared by Chitra that speaks to the suppression of 
desire and diverse sexual practices in India by the British colonial forces. https://thewire.in/books/
madhavi-menon-india-desire-interview nd more recently:

Adrienne Marie Brown - Pleasure Activism: The Politics of Feeling Good 
(book)

We began the discussion by looking at a story written by Ama Josephine Budge called ‘A 
shoal of lovers leads me home’. We discussed her relationship to pleasure activism 
as a means to maintain mental health while still directly engaging with climate colonialism, 
extractavism and the intertwined racism. Her spec lative fiction comes from a place of desire, a 
desire to imagine possible futures, and a desire to imagine and inhabit pleasurable experiences.

In reference to this story we talked about longing, we talked about origin stories and myths, about 
sirens, about the act of listening. there were a number of other references mentioned:

Astrida Neimanis - Hydrofemenism (theory text)
Derek Wallcott - The sea is history (poem)
Drexciya - the black atlantis (mythos/ theory/ detroit electro music)
Ursula K le Guin - The carrier bag theory of fiction (theory text/story)
Thomas Glave - Jamaican Octopus (Journal article/ Theory/ Story - u need a free Jstor 
acc to read online. just sign up with an email and whatever institution you’d like to pretend you 
go to )
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We talked a bit about the weirdly protestant ‘work ethic’ that is sometimes aplied 
to activism. Why does activism have to always be work in this way, and what can 
a pleasurable activism, and a joyful activism look like. (Elliot)

Clementine particularly noted from her understanding and embodied research 
into pleasure activism that for her it works to counter shame. In particular think-
ing about how shame has been used to control people, and that countering that 
shame by accessing pleasure on ones own terms is a profoundly liberatory and 
political unfolding. Ideas also circulated here about carnival, joy and ecstasy, and 
also about trauma, about how shame can operate.

Desire that rolls through the cracks

This brought to mind an article shared by Chitra that speaks to the suppression of 
desire and diverse sexual practices in India by the British colonial forces

https://thewire.in/books/madhavi-menon-india-desire-interview

STICKINESS

Here is the masterclass with them that we were responding to:
https://zuyd.webinarninja.com/live-webinars/390904

In light of this Yvonne brought up Audre Lorde’s text (uses of the erotic) in order 
to think through the difference between the pornographic and the erotic and also 
brought up this quote from Ama Josephine Budge’s story

‘Perhaps it was because of nature’s voracious desire to cover 
the sites of human destruction with untameable healing life 
that most medicinal plants and flowers had made this place 
their home—the frontline of Earth’s great clean up’

(so exciting) to think about agency and desire. Where desire is situated, and shifting the 
agency in the desire to that of the ‘nature’. In relation to the role/ power of speculative 
fiction to re-imagine the conditions of the world Verity brought up the 1970’s classic 
of feminist speculative fiction: woman on the edge of time by Marge 
Piercy Which made me think about artist Linda Stupart’s work After The 
Ice The Deluge which investigates a bodily entangled relationship to trauma, time 
travel and melting polar ice caps.

We looked also at Annie Sprinkle and Beth Stevens’ practice of Ecosexuality, 
and discussed the different ways we read their work. I personally found this discussion 
super helpful and interesting because while I recognise many positive elements of this 
work (not least its more accessible language and joyfulness in comparison to other 
more complex theories) 

I wasn’t sure what it was about the work that I had trouble with. But I think through our 
discussion I understood more why it provokes a sense of discomfort for me. For example 
their seemingly uncritical reliance on the marriage ceremony and perhaps a lack of 
sensitivity to trauma around forms of performative sexuality such as pornography.

Towards the end of the conversation (I can’t remember exactly how because I was 
getting zoom fatigue!) we came to conversations about pollution, and also the philos-
ophy of dirt. Verity Birt mentioned the text by Anne Carson called ‘Dirt and Desire’, 
and Verity Coward a text about Dirt, and Clementine added thoughts about Vitality. 

Our next session is going to continue with the some of the framing around desire, 
but with focus on the ‘dichotomy’ of Decay//Vitality with reference suggestions from 
Clementine, Verity Coward and Verity Birt. Date and suggested looking/listening/
reading tbc.

Further references:
Dr Cornell West ( Philosopher/ public figure/ activist)
Donna Harraway - Staying with the Trouble
Paul Preciado - An Apartment on Uranus
The Ashes Action - Act Up (protest/ action)

The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto
Silvia Federici - Re-enchanting the world
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@pallasvesta
Takeover #17 @

@yenprofile 
Takeover #2

Void
Cool
Hot

Iluminations
Vapour
Lagoon

Vegetation
The atmospheres

Life
Conditions
Happenings

Celestial
Canopy
Erosion
Marks
Infills
Scars

Life-energy
Extremities
Harmony
Irrigation
Paradise

Land divination
Divinity

Cosmic forces
Plains

Rock, mountain (yang)
Stimulating
Water (yin)

Tranquillising
Boundaries

Earthmovers
Earth Mother

Final destination
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Meeting 12
Desire/Dirt 
Hi guys! Thank you so so so much for the meeting on Tuesday. I learned a lot and I’m 
excited to dig further around in the material that was referenced and shared. As I always 
say, I feel so grateful for these sessions and for the way they provide a supportive space 
for thinking and learning together. Thank you especially to Verity Coward and Verity Birt 
for curating this session’s reading material! I am working from Elliot’s notes today, and 
I’m going to write them out quite loosely as I’m in a bit of a rush, but I will highlight all 
references in RED with links where possible (where things are underlined there is a link). 
xxxx

Main texts: (in the drive)
Jim Crace - Being Dead
Anne Carson - Dirt and Desire
Other reading: (in the drive)
Val Plumwood - towards a food based approach to death
Jane Bennet - Vibrant matter

Compost and mulch - as an intention. Wormery as an exciting collapse of boundaries. who has/is the 
agency? Thinking through the relationship between feminist projects that aim to de-stable the straight 
line of thought (e.g. philosophy bros who demand fully formed lines of argument in reading groups) and 
Anne Carson’s ideas about unbounded, cumulative and leaky knowledge exchange. Tracing the view of 
leakiness and uncleanliness as connected to the female assigned body to ancient greece (foundation of 
western society)

!!!!!THE SIEVE!!!!

Is the sieve an antidote to the hard edged rationalism? or perhaps the woven basket? ‘spending eternity 
collecting water in a sieve’ as a brutal punishment in the eyes of ancient greece. Why tho? what about 
process? whats so wrong with process? Thinking through the dichotomy of Ascension vs descension and 
the relationship to the heavens as divine. The Descent of Alette - Alice Notley directly challenges this in 
the epic journey down away from the tyrant, away from the light. In this story the light is related to an 
oppressive force, whereas the journey down and inward was a move to a greater sense of freedom.

Talking about Jim Crace- Being dead:
-The decomposing bodies being eaten by different ‘orders’ of creatures. the bodies still full of life giving 
energy and force, even though the human as we know it, is dead.
-how do we navigate the idea of being food? how do our western burial practices interfere with the possibility 
of being food?
-description of the morgue ‘stench of industry’
-the beauty of the language ‘blossoming of blisters’ ‘arborescent veins’ in contrast to the gruesome subject 
matter.
- carrion - dead matter for consumption
- one bug bear with the text is that it appears to re-instate the idea of hierarchy between ‘orders’ of beings. 
Talking of ‘lower’ and higher beings. Human suggested here as the top by default.

 earth    vs    sky
     Immanent body        transcendent spirit

-How could we think of a more immanent spirituality? one in which reincarnation is precisely through the 
process of ‘decomp’ or rather ‘recomp’ . Introducing ideas of nourishment.
- Magic mushrooms as a hybridising with other species! digestion, sharing etc ancient Tibetan Buddhist 
practices of mediating on death, spending time in sacred grave sites and alongside the dead. A means 
perhaps to counter the absolute inconceivability of death.
- The God Pan in relation to the words ‘pandemic’ ‘panic’ etc. A constant incantation of the God of chaos 
in our lives at present. Perhaps a return to Pan is imminent after a long time of suppression by christian 
dogma.
- Pan psychism - quantum theory. Relationship to an eastern philosophy of animism. Vibrant Matter -Jane 
Bennet
-Description of a Madagascan day of the dead ceremonies called Famadihana, or the “Turning of the 
Bones,” when the dead are exhumed to dance with the living.

https://humanparts.medium.com/in-madagascar-the-dead-are-dug-up-so-they-can-party-
with-the-living-f56cb5b9b57
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A side note on the above, thinking through the ways in which (as described by a Madagascan friend) these 
ceremonies, while joyous, can also bring about some sickness as decomposing bodies mingle with ‘living’ 
bodies. Or rather, different modes of living are interacting. Also feels interesting to think about currently, 
as we are constantly being required to strengthen our boundaries and our edges to prevent the spread of a 
disease.

Animation, Deification and the new charm of the inanimate

Orkney Islands - the mixing of bones in pagan burial grounds. Mixing of dog and human bones. Ghosts 
and the British obsession with ghosts. Is this to do with us being rubbish at confronting death? spirits al-
ways evil because the haven’t ‘ascended’ 

Tibetan Buddhism - 11th Century Tibetan woman Machig Labdron ‘singular mother torch from lab’ Prac-
tice of going to graveyards and holding rituals. The practice of ‘Chöd’ Meaning ‘cutting through the ego’. 
Among other things the practitioner visualises their body being torn apart and feasted upon by the spirits. 
(excited to think about this in relation to next sessions material on tao, tantra and immortality!) 

Building sites - as dirty sites of potential. Walled off. Peabody estates. The protection of the dirt. Fleeting, 
politically charged spaces are guarded against the possibility of usage, or hedonism. Squatters etc. The dirty 
building site that leads to the clean lines of new build un-affordable housing in london.

FEED GUARD DOGS SAUSAGES AND MAKE FRIENDS WITH THEM!

 Carrier bag theory of evolution -> Carrier bag theory of fiction

Val Plumwood - crocodile attack story (in drive)

Humans being eaten/ attacked by animals is always a huge spectacle in western media.

Donna Harraway’s dog Cayanne Pepper. Thinking about the sharing of saliva with dogs. Sharing of dna, of 
genomes, of codes and histories. Learning intimacy through animals!!! Nuzzling, cuddling, tongues, etc.

VERITY COWARD CALLING THE CHICKENS AS A CHILD !!!!!!

and lastly, Elliot’s desire to have their body be eaten by wolves. Anyone else????

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Shared by Al: The convo also made me think of this recent text by Rebecca May John-
son, which touches on compost, dirt, illness, death etc 🌼  https://granta.com/quali-
ties-of-earth/ 

ALSO! I am planning at some 
point in the near future to have an 
anonymous feedback form from 
the meetings, so that if anything 
isn't handled in a way you like, or 
something was troubling, or you 
think something could be done 
differently, or whatever, there will 
be a space to feedback. We are 
constantly learning and developing 
this space together, and whether 
you are a regular participator or 
an occasional visitor, your ideas 
and thoughts are really valued and 
helpful!

ALSO rest in Power Ana Mendieta. 
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Daphne transforms into a laurel tree,
🌼 

There's lots of different narrative versions so I 
don't like to choose/state. 🌼 
Though in an alternative verdant transfor-
mation im making my way through a fiction 
book that traces the decay, feasting and degra-
dation of two bodies (corpses) back to matter.
🌼 

Extract:
"They were rotten now and far too rank to 
hold much allure for gulls or crabs. They'd 
been passed down through classes, orders, 
species, to the last in line, the lumpen mul-
titude, the grubs, the loopers and the milli-
pedes, the button lice, the tubal worms and 
flets, the bon viveur or nectar bugs, which had 
either too many legs or none. The swag-fly 
maggots had started to emerge on this fourth 
day from their pod larvae, generated by the 
putrid heat in Joseph and Celice's innards. 
Long dead - but still producing energy! The 
maggots gorged and tumbled in the carrion, 
as balls of rain as big as them and fifty times 
as heavy came down like meteorites to pound 
and shake their caverns and their dells. Death 
fattens us to dine on us. "
🌼 
(Being Dead, Jim Crace. It isn't for the squea-
mish but touches on lots of the topics chewed 
over in the Multispecies meets)
🌼 

@veritycoward
Takeover #12

I grew up in a bungalow with a 
truly magical garden, one filled 
with so much love and life. I 
miss it now more than ever, now 
that I'm stuck in the middle of a 
city with only my windowsill to 
serve as a garden🌼 #ArtistTake-
over #Artist #Nature

@tylerdanielle-
potterart
Takeover #16
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Dear MSRG friends, 

Next week we will be concluding our Desire trilogy with a session curated by Clémentine Bedos. Fol-
lowing on from previous sessions that looked into pleasure activism and its roots in black feminism, 
and the biological and metaphorical applications of dirt in relation to desire (DESIRE// ECOLOGY 
and DESIRE// DIRT) we will now be looking more deeply towards the problematics that occur around 
naming of sexualities, about colonialism and about the practices of Tao and Tantra. Clémentine has put 
together a really exciting collection of materials for us to look at ahead of our co versation. By it's very 
nature, this is a difficult session to categorise, which makes it all the more exciting to me. 

There are 4 files to have a look at in the folder in the google drive for this session.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1J5XwZTbFluTshgahlT4CpYnSdpiIZJqK
It seems like a lot to look at but please do not feel the need to read everything, and some are very short. 
Here is some information about the extracts from Clem:

The 1st page of the Tao Te Ching by Lao-Tzu (considered like the founder of Taoist phi-
losophy)--- poses the problem of naming right from the start.  

Extract from 'Entering the Serpent' from Borderlands/La frontera The New 
Mestiza by Gloria Anzaldua. 
I really love this book - Gloria Anzaldua is really amazing : chicana, queer, disabled... I think this chap-
ter will be interesting in relation to the other texts as Gloria Anzaldua is trying to create another type 
of consciousness around the figure of the Mestiza = a middle way & mixes languages in her writing. 

Excerpts from The Tao of Love by Mantak Chia (contemporary taoist master- born in 
Thailand from chinese parents) 

Excerpts from Sexual Secrets by Penny Slinger & Nik Douglas. 
They are two interesting artists who fell in love & spend years researching eastern knowledge to com-
pile this work to share with the West. The text seems very heteronormative - even though their life does 
not seem so much..In 'Out of the Shadows' docu on Penny Slinger's practice/life, you can see that Penny 
also had a female friend / lover & and led her life with a real exploratory desire to discover her inner 
truth... she left the artworld as she was very successful... 

If you would like to look further also there is this article shared by Chitra Sangtani at a previous session 
which speaks to the suppression of desire in India by British colonialism and the violence of naming. 
https://thewire.in/books/madhavi-menon-india-desire-interview  

Meeting 13
Desire/Authenticity  
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Takeover #10 @clembedos
Heya clem here. I am a transdisciplinary artist & 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 healer 🌼 

First of all, I’d like to thank Holly & Beth for creating 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 - our
magical squat-cum-castle 🌼  organizing the most amazing gatherings & rad 
reading groups in SE London. (IMG 2 is happy me there) You are such an in-
spiration! I am so grateful for all your support throughout my healing/artistic 
journey. 🌼 

I am currently in lockdown alone in my studio in Peckham. Like many of us, 
I am going through ups & downs. The isolation & emotional roller coaster 
that goes with it are real. Cloistered with the self/ves & maybe our loved ones, 
these new living conditions are challenging to say the least as we have never 
been taught properly how to use our home/body as healthy containers for 
our spiritual growth. It is now vital to learn how to direct our energy towards 
it so that it does not turn against our self/ves or those around us. Energy 
is forced to stay within (yin) but if it is not used for growth, it transforms 
into self-hatred/sabotage ig obsessions/fixations, the resurgence of addictions 
and/or domestic violence.
To counter balance all the negative emotions resulting from stress pollution, 
ambient anxiety, grief, financial uncertainty, fear of the unknown etc & har-
monise our being/life during this lockdown (bring some yang), we need to 
commit to embracing the present & its full orgasmic/ecstatic potential by 
practicing radical pleasure. This starts now with simple questions such as : 
am I sitting comfortably ? How can I make this instant more pleasurable ?
I will dedicate these 3 days to share with you some tips on how to cultivate 
our inner garden 🌼 expand beyond the limits of our confinement through the
🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 of our body 🌼 our sexy plants, ground ourselves & blossom 🌼 

🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 comes from sanskrit 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼 and means 'to stretch beyond all bound-
aries'. It is about merging the mind, the body and the spirit & learning how 
to harness our s*xual energy to revitalise our body & connect with ourselves 
& others at a deeper level.

From 'Entering the Serpent' 
from Borderlands/La frontera 
The New Mestiza by Gloria 
Anzaldua: 

@clembedos
Takeover #10
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